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Tom Tancredi: Guerrilla Marketing people talk about it, but I don’t see a lot of 

people very excited about it.  And I do get excited because it’s like 
being a scientist. You just experiment to see what works, and why 
not experiment. Odds are you’re gonna find two or three people take 
notice of you and give you a call. 

 
Male Speaker: Welcome to Marketing IN THE KNOW, the premiere podcast to 

help you leap ahead of the marketing curve so you can grow your 
business.  Now, get ready, set, and grow with your host and tour 
guide through the marketing jungle, Buckley Barlow. 

 
Buckley Barlow: All right Insiders.  Hello.  Hi.  Ciao, and welcome to Marketing IN 

THE KNOW, a podcast to help you gain that edge you need to gain 
fast and sustainable traction in your business.  Now listen.  Some 
build for quick exit.  Others build for a legacy but whatever you’re 
here for, you are sure to get the best ideas on growth. 

 
 And today I am super excited to chat with my next guest.  He is the 

cofounder of Dom & Tom, a full-service agency that specializes in 
mobile and web development, a man after my own heart.  Now, get 
this.  They founded this company right smack dab in the middle of 
the Great Recession, and in 2014 had 1200 Percent growth in their 
business. 

 
 Yeah, that’s 1200 percent, which landed them as an Inc. 500 fastest 

growing company. And so not only in 2014, but they also are 
growing enough to be landed in there again in 2015.  I think that is 
very, very impressive.  Tom Tancredi what a pleasure to have you 
on today. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Hey, the pleasure’s all mine. 
 
Buckley Barlow: Well, Tom I tried saying your name 15 times in a row real fast, and 

it definitely doesn’t sound like English.  You ought to try it 
sometime, and tell me what you come up with. 
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Tom Tancredi: Fair enough, yeah. 
 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah.  Well, you’re in Chicago, right? 
 
Tom Tancredi: Yeah.  Well, we have offices in Chicago and New York.  I’m 

currently in New York traveling out here visiting our New York 
headquarters, but I run the Chicago office trying to grow that 
regional branch out there. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Fantastic! 
 
Tom Tancredi: Yeah, it’s pretty intense.  You were mentioning that level of growth, 

and I was just thinking about that.  And I said, wow, I’m doing a lot 
of travel these days having to get from location to location. 

 
Buckley Barlow: But you’re growing like a weed.  I can’t wait to talk to you more 

about this.  Now, before we dive in on business, I’ve gotta ask you 
cold winter or warm winter prediction this year Tom? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Oh, it’s gonna be cold. 
 
Buckley Barlow: Oh. 
 
Tom Tancredi: It’s gonna be cold.  It’s gonna be cold in Chicago, but you know 

what?  I gotta tell you something.  I love Chicago winters, and I 
know that’s weird.  But I think there’s something in Chicago if you 
take a little bit of pride in it, and I love them.  I love the city in snow.  
Honestly, it looks beautiful. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Do you?  Well, I tell you one of the coldest winters I’ve ever 

experienced was in Boston.  I don’t know what it is.  That chill just 
cuts right to the bone. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Sure does, yeah. 
 
Buckley Barlow: All right Tom.  Well, I can’t wait to dive in and talk about the state 

of mobile and how it can be used to grow a business.  But I also want 
to find out which leverage you pushed and pulled to grow your 
business out of the worst recession that we’ve ever had.  And I had 
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the great pleasure of watching my buddy, Chris Seegmiller, pivot to 
grow his business during the Great Recession.  He talked about that 
in Episode 5.  It’s a great episode, so anyone who knows how to 
grow during a recession has my vote.  So Tom are you ready to get 
our Insiders in the know? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Sure. 
 
Buckley Barlow: Let’s do this.  Now, before we dive in, tell us a little bit about you 

Tom, your role, what the heck you’re doing in New York, what you 
do over there at Dom & Tom. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Sure, of course.  I’m our Chief Strategy Officer at Dom & Tom.  I 

am the Tom of Dom & Tom.  I run the company along with 50 other 
great people and my twin brother, Dominic, who is heading up the 
New York office.  He is our Chief Executive Officer, and we’re just 
growing as quickly as we can.  So I do just about anything I can do.  
Mostly I focus on formulating the company strategy for the year, 
second year, and fifth year as well.  So we just try to figure out where 
we want to position ourselves.  And in mobile and in web, if you 
don’t have a vision for the future, you’re gonna hit smack dab into 
something that is gonna pivot right underneath your feet. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah, I can’t wait to talk about this.  Now, Tom I’m looking at your 

website right now, and I see your tagline, Innovators in mobile and 
web.  What does that mean?  How are you innovating? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Sure, sure.  Well, you have to understand we started the company in 

2009, and people don’t remember this.  But iPhone came out in 
2007, and really no one was an expert.  In 2008 my brother, 
Dominic, and I started working on developing iPhone apps.  And no 
one was an expert about doing it. 

 
 So when we say innovators, we were literally pushing the envelope 

trying to experiment what this platform, this new platform could do, 
what the limitations were, where we could take it.  And if you look 
at our clients when we’re working with Priceline.com or 
Bloomberg, you can sort of see that we’ve made some great traction 
and built some great products out there that are being used today by 
literally millions of people today. 
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Buckley Barlow: Yeah, I think that’s interesting.  When we think about how old this 

mobile revolution is, it’s not very old in the grand scheme of things.  
I mean, we’re just scratching the surface. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Exactly, exactly.  Every single year the operating system gets better, 

the hardware gets better, the software gets better.  Everything just 
gets better, and you can do more.  And your phone really is a conduit 
to just about any activity you want to get done today.  It doesn’t 
matter if you’re doing health, if you’re reading, if you’re doing 
business.  It’s everything that you can do.  So – 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – it is a device for everything that you touch in your daily life. 
 
Buckley Barlow: Well, we’ll get into that more later, but in a nutshell, as just a 

reminder to listeners, this show is about trying to help business 
owners, entrepreneurs, marketers, growth hackers, essentially 
anyone who’s tasked with growing a business, discover what’s 
working out there in terms of strategies, tactics, and the tools to 
really drive growth.  And when you can drive growth out of a 
recession, that really peaks my interest, especially considering 
where we’re at in our economic cycle today.  So I want to start there 
Tom.  In the beginning, you really struggled to get your company 
off – 

 
Tom Tancredi: Yes. 
 
Buckley Barlow: – the ground, right?  How bad did it get? 
 
Tom Tancredi: Oh, it got bad.  I mean, I can joke – 
 
Buckley Barlow: I want to hear the details. 
 
Tom Tancredi: Yeah.  I mean, it got bad.  Dominique and I we tried everything.  I’m 

a big fan of Jim Collins.  And he wrote – 
 
Buckley Barlow: Oh yeah. 
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Tom Tancredi: – an interesting piece summarizing saying good companies fire 
bullets before they fire cannonballs.  And we were trying to fire 
every single bullet we could to get off the ground because in the 
beginning, we had no reputation, no brand, no products.  And we 
were trying to make a name for ourselves to prove that we could be 
the best out there. 

 
 And one of the things that really took off for us was just old 

fashioned Guerrilla Marketing.  So we actually hosted a course after 
everything wasn’t working.  We were knocking on doors, asking for 
interviews, try and see if people would meet with us.  No one would 
meet with us to do mobile app development. 

 
 We had no name or reputation.  And so what we did was we threw 

on a seminar, a two-day seminar, and the offer was pretty ambitious.  
Our offer was saying we will teach you to build three applications 
within two day if you go to our two-day seminar.  And we delivered 
on that. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Wow! 
 
Tom Tancredi: My brother, Dominic, is our Chief Engineer, and he talked a room 

full of 12 people.  And of those people we had Prudential Insurance 
there.  We had Martha Stewart Omnimedia there.  We had basically 
our first clients sitting in that room coming to our class just willing 
to learn, drinking stale coffee and old pizza and learning how to 
program in a warehouse with us in Queens.  And it was great.  It was 
a great experience. 

 
 But in order to do that, we literally printed out about 300 flyers, 

posted them all over Manhattan, which I found out was illegal to do 
back in the day.  I didn’t know that.  I apologize.  But it was just one 
of those take a tab, and call us if you want to learn how to build a 
mobile applications 2008, 2009.  Why not? 

 
 And we got traction that way, and that was probably like the most 

basic, mundane, guerrilla way we ever thought about doing it.  We 
thought we had to go through the front door and be polite and just 
say hey, would you take a meeting with us?  Would you do coffee 
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with us?  Would you go to events?  And no one would listen to us, 
and we just said – 

 
Buckley Barlow: Oh, interesting. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – you know what?  We just have to go out there, and I think for your 

listeners, Guerrilla Marketing people talk about it.  But I don’t see a 
lot of people very excited about it, and I do get excited because it’s 
like being a scientist and see what works.  And we live in New York.  
I mean, there’s so many people, so much foot traffic.  Why not 
experiment?  Odds are you’re gonna find two or three people take 
notice of you and give you a call. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Tom that’s so interesting you say that.  Sorry for cutting you off 

there, but so many leaders in the space that are crushing into their 
business, they just know how to take old-fashioned strategies and 
blend them with modern strategies and tactics.  And it sounds to me 
like you’re right in the middle of a digital revolution, which is 
mobile.  And people would come to you and think oh, hey, he knows 
everything digital.  But there you are starting your company on an 
old tried and true, proven, tested platform of Guerrilla Marketing. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Exactly, and I think about.  But that really worked.  Everyone says 

well, you gotta use social media.  We gotta get some email 
marketing, and those work.  I’m not gonna say they don’t work.  
They absolutely do, but there’s nothing wrong with getting old-
fashioned and putting out a lemonade stand and a banner saying hey, 
we’re open for business.  Who wants to do some deals today? 

 
Buckley Barlow: That’s great.  Now, it got pretty bad for you guys.  Did you ever 

think about rolling it up? 
 
Tom Tancredi: Yeah, yeah, actually, at the same we were doing the marketing 

event.  It was almost a last ditch effort for us.  I had $7.00 in my 
bank account, and Dom and I were sort of looking at each other.  
And I said, “Well, I’m gonna get a job after this.  If this doesn’t 
work, we’re pretty much done for.” 

 
 And God I’ve gotta say there hasn’t been a year – and my company 

has grown tremendously – but there hasn’t been a year in which I 
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have felt it was now or never.  It was we have to make a step forward, 
but there’s no stepping back.  You always – 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – have to push forward and keep moving forward.  And it’s 

challenging because when your company grows 1000s of percents 
of even hundreds of percents year over year, the thing is you as a 
person don’t calibrate like that.  You don’t grow hundreds of 
percents or thousands of percents year over year.  And so you have 
to figure out how to balance that, and it’s very tricky. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah.  Now, what growth or marketing levels were you pushing and 

pulling to power through this recession?  At the time, you got some 
traction, but I’m sure that those levers sometimes got a little 
jammed. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Absolutely, and what we had to do, honestly, was just hit the 

pavement.  The thing about a lot of people – not people but a lot of 
new businesses is that they think the business is just gonna come to 
them.  And you have to actually go out and ask for the business.  
People will give you the business if you go out and ask for it 
showing genuine enthusiasm and appreciation and respect. 

 
 It’s amazing to me, but Dom and I thought we had some sort of 

wunderkind miracle.  When we said we were gonna build 
something, we built it on time for the price we said we were gonna 
build it for, and suddenly you’ve got more business than you know 
what to do with.  And I think that for a lot of people, you have to put 
yourself out there. 

 
 You have to go to the events.  You have to hit the pavements.  You 

have to invest in some really great walking shoes, and you gotta go 
to where the clients are because they’re not gonna go to your offices.  
I remember when we first started, we opened up our first office in a 
warehouse district in Queens.  And we had no clients coming out to 
us.  And every single I would spend four or five hours a day going 
from neighborhood to neighborhood, office to office asking for 
meetings, getting into their rooms, trying to see if I could be with 
someone who had a decision maker. 
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 But if they didn’t, just anyone who would talk to me even if it was 

the receptionist and ask her what her idea was because with digital 
for everything else, everyone has an idea.  And they want to talk to 
you about it.  They want to know more.  So I would give my time 
and energy to anyone who wanted to talk whether or not I was 
making a sale. 

 
Buckley Barlow: That’s interesting.  Now, let’s take that today.  Other than word of 

mouth, what is the best marketing channel or strategies and tactics 
that you’re using to continue this growth?  I mean, you’re growing 
like a weed.  What are you using today that’s working?  And like 
you said, you tried a bunch of bullets.  I bet you’re still trying a 
bunch of bullets today.  So what’s working best for you today versus 
what is not working? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Sure, sure.  One thing that I think that works really well is content 

creation strategies.  So what does that mean?  It means writing a 
blog post or going on a podcast like this or talking on Twitter, 
getting engaged in communities because there is lively discussion 
on the internet in every single industry and every single forum on 
every single topic out there. 

 
 So if you can go in there and you have something to share to the 

world and you want to open up a business, the best thing you can do 
is being part of the community and engage with that community 
both online and offline.  So I would say content creation would be 
the best thing to do. 

 
 Write a blog, answer a Quora post, talk on Reddit, talk on Twitter, 

become engaged when it comes to a video blog or a YouTube series, 
anything like that that can really generate and showcase your 
expertise and your value you’re offering so that people can 
understand hey, I’m someone who has something to offer her.  But 
also, I can help you out with your specific needs. 

 
 And that’s really where I think most people go to find their 

information is online, obviously.  So they’re gonna seek out this 
information.  That could really build your credibility, build your 
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brand very quickly, and it honestly does it effectively because all 
you’re spending if your time.  Most of these platforms are great. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah, that’s great.  Now, as a strategy officer, which channels are 

not working for you?  You just kinda say that’s not for us to grow 
anymore? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Gosh, this is gonna be counterintuitive, but things that don’t work 

for us are traditional social media.  So Twitter doesn’t work for us, 
and Facebook doesn’t work for us.  LinkedIn doesn’t work for us 
either, and that’s counterintuitive to a lot of my competitors out in 
the field.  We understand what they’re doing, and they have a 
strategy and a mechanism that works for them. 

 
 And we respect that, but for us our clients are Fortune 500 large 

clientele or their wealth-funded startups.  So they’re not looking for 
leads or information on Facebook or Twitter or LinkedIn.  They’re 
looking for vetted forums.  So what we do is we approach industry 
directories like clutch.co or theymakeapps.com, get our branding on 
there. 

 
 And what we also do is give lectures and symposiums on thought 

leadership at local universities or even at wealth-funded startups 
such as Stack Exchange or even distributional companies such as 
Facebook or Wee Works. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Hum. 
 
Tom Tancredi: So we try to put our name out there, so for content strategy, it really 

comes down to that because you are always showcasing your 
knowledge and expertise. 

 
Buckley Barlow: What about tradeshows, events?  Do you even use those in your 

arsenal? 
 
Tom Tancredi: It’s a great question.  I have not used a tradeshow yet, and we’re 

thinking about doing it next year.  But in my industry, our 
competitors talk.  There’s so much business that we basically 
compare strategies.  Some people love them.  Some people don’t.  
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I’m excited to try it out next year because I think there’s a lot of 
opportunity to see how it goes. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah, Eric Smith, by the way, he has a strategy that he uses over and 

over again, and he uses event marketing like that as kind of the 
primer and starter for his nine figure businesses that he’s created 
back to back.  He’s done a great job.  Now, lastly, what marketing 
tools are you using that you just love, top 1, 2, 3? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Well, I think I need a little bit more clarification before I give my 

thoughts on that. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah, I’m thinking marketing tools like automation tools or things 

to help you grow your business for managing processes and things 
of that nature. 

 
Tom Tancredi: There’s so many tools out there right now.  We’re actually 

experimenting with quite a few, and to be honest with you, we play 
around a little bit with things like Buffer which helps us do lead 
generation and things that are also out there.  Well, I should say lead 
generation.  It helps us with Twitter activity, but we’re also doing 
things and experimenting between tools for lead generation and 
things like base CRM we like using. 

 
 That really helps us out because that integrates with a lot of our 

traditional platforms.  Right now, we like Salesforce.  We think 
that’s good just helping to keep track of these things.  But honestly, 
there’s so many tools out there that we’re really trying to understand 
which ones we want to use moving forward because – 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – depending on what your strategy is if you want to do more analytic 

driven strategy, you may want to pick certain other tools.  If you’re 
really thinking about combining both traditional – and by that I 
mean like prints or banner marketing along with digital marketing – 
you want to use other tools as well.  So we’re really experimenting 
right now on those. 
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Buckley Barlow: Got it. 
 
[Crosstalk] 
 
Buckley Barlow: Fair enough, fair enough.  Now, let’s move to user experience when 

it comes to mobile.  And we’re talking Smartphones and mobile 
devices like the iPad, and the mobile revolution is changing the way 
consumers interact with brands today.  And I love how Uber and 
other cool companies have taken industry, and they’ve literally 
toppled them on the head, much of it due to this unique mobile 
strategy, right? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Right. 
 
Buckley Barlow: But why should companies start thinking about and implementing a 

mobile strategy today if they haven’t already? 
 
Tom Tancredi: Oh man, that is such a great question and one that we deal with every 

single day with almost every single client we work with.  Honestly, 
there are an unlimited and untapped – you have to understand we’ve 
only been tapping really into mobile technologies – you could say 
we’ve been doing it for 20 to 30 years, and that would be fine. 

 
 But really the hockey stick happened when iPhone drop is literally 

the most successful application and hardware that ever existed.  So 
there is almost an unlimited amount of efficiency that can be gained 
through user experience and also personal analytics and how things 
could be built.  So it doesn’t matter if you’re doing inventory, 
logistics, or recording on how your business is functioning. 

 
 All these things can be done through your mobile application.  So I 

can almost point at any industry that I look at, and if you go to our 
website, we work with everything from financial to pharmaceuticals 
to healthcare to print and publishing.  And every single one of them 
has a mobile need and is doing something in that space.  And 
basically just to optimize whatever they have right now and make it 
that much more efficient and more attractive. 
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Buckley Barlow: Now, how does a company use mobile then to grow their revenues, 
right?  This is all about growth, and a lot of business owners are 
saying ah, I’m not sure I’m gonna get a good ROI out of it.  I’d love 
to get specific if we could, Tom.  Can you give us an example of 
how you implemented a mobile strategy for a client, and talk about 
how well it turned out for them? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Sure.  My favorite one was Priceline.com.  We did their iPhone 

application back in 2010, and it was a hotel finder.  And one thing 
that we did was we cut down the barrier of entry from onboarding 
the user, which is you create a login profile.  You put in your 
information to finding a hotel, to booking that hotel, and airfare as 
well.  But we were able to cut down the steps from five down to 
three. 

 And what we learned was every time we cut one step down, the ROI 
increased by 20 percent.  And Priceline.com literally has millions of 
people booking on their iPhone app – 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – all the time. 
 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah, that’s huge. 
 
Tom Tancredi: So that is huge, so you have to think if you’re able to operate and 

keep a user experience very seamless and very easy to use – you 
look at an application like Uber.  Almost immediately, once you 
open up the application, it saves your information.  You’re already 
there in the map, and it’s already saying do you want to request a 
car.  It’s almost a one button hit basically to do it.  They’ve just cut 
it down to one to two steps for you to commit a purchase, which is 
amazing. 

 
 Amazon’s famous for this.  Basically, Amazon’s to the point where 

it’s one click purchase, and we’re getting to the point where you see 
these accounts like Trunk Box and – oh, I think I’m getting it wrong.  
But basically the subscripted services where they just send you 
clothing or perfumes or food like NatureBox, and you’re no longer 
even making a decision.  You’re already just committing to a 
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subscription.  So you’re not even doing a one-click purchase.  You 
just pre-purchased.  They’ve already made the decision – 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – for you – 
 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – based on your behavior and appetites. 
 
Buckley Barlow: Well, that’s cool.  Now, listen, if I’m a smaller business and I’m not 

a Priceline.com and I’m not an Amazon but I want to create that 
kind of sublime user experience, it’s easy to do, right?  I mean, you 
don’t have to be a Fortune 500 company to create an amazing user 
experience for your customers. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Absolutely.  You can go create a quick landing page that says give 

me your email address for more information, or you can go on 
Launchrock.com.  They have great landing pages for free and just 
create a business immediately just within 15 minutes.  And that’s a 
great way to get started, honestly.  And it’s a great way to 
experiment to see even if you don’t know if you have a business, 
just to see if you could create a business off of it.  It costs you 
nothing expect for your time.  And so I think it’s great for people 
out there who want to experiment and who are hesitating. 

 
 Maybe this is for me.  Maybe I should take the plunge.  Maybe I 

shouldn’t.  And I’ve been there myself.  I didn’t want to quit my job 
and commit to a business that I didn’t know I was gonna be any good 
at until I knew for sure.  So again, fire bullets before you do a 
cannonball, and create a quick webpage. Create a quick landing 
page, and see if you can drive some interest there. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Now Tom, back to the Priceline or any small company for that 

matter.  When you approach a project and you want to talk about 
ROI and what you’re gonna get out of it, I imagine that’s a little 
difficult when you’re talking mobile strategy because you’re dealing 
with keeping things efficient.  You’re also dealing with marketing 
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and growth related apps and ideas.  How do you measure success in 
mobile strategy? 

 
Tom Tancredi: It’s a great question, and that’s where we spend a lot of time with 

our clients and with their customers.  So we’ll work with University 
of Oklahoma.  We’ll work with Priceline.  We’ll work with these 
customers, and we get to know their customers demographics.  We 
interview them.  We really get to understand what is valuable, what 
is not valuable. 

 
 And we spend a lot of time just really doing the data and searching 

through it.  We do light prototyping where we’ll create a fake 
application or a fake website and get users to actually test on it.  And 
then we’ll iterate and build off of those tests as we go forward.  That 
way we figure out exactly where we want to build before we actually 
commit our resources to building. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah, that’s smart.  That’s smart.  What do you think the percentage 

of companies are out there that have not implemented mobile?  80 – 
 
Tom Tancredi: Oh – 
 
Buckley Barlow: – 70?  I mean, how big is it?  How wide open is this? 
 
Tom Tancredi: Oh, I don’t think it’s that – not implemented mobile? 
[Crosstalk] 
 
Buckley Barlow: I’m talking about small business because I see a lot of – 
 
Tom Tancredi: Oh. 
 
Buckley Barlow: – small business.  I don’t see that they’re implementing mobile just 

yet. 
 
Tom Tancredi: No, it’s true.  It’s true.  No, it’s very true.  I would say it’s gotta be 

a large majority, and it’s interesting.  Google just created an action 
in their algorithm that says if you’re not a mobile friendly website 
or a mobile friendly business, they actually delist you or list you 
lower in the rankings for not mobile optimizing, which means 
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creating your website or your business into a mobile friendly 
viewing on a phone. 

 
 And so we’re seeing that the tech leaders are trying to incentivize 

these businesses, these small businesses to push in the right direction 
which is more and more engagement on mobile.  And hopefully 
that’ll get people to respond better and move that direction quicker. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Do you deal with any clients that size, I mean, smaller business, or 

are you typically mid-level, larger-level clients? 
 
Tom Tancredi: The funny thing is we don’t have a limit in the other direction.  We 

don’t say this is too small for us, and we don’t say that’s too big for 
us. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah, got it. 
 
Tom Tancredi: Actually, some of our best projects and clients have come in saying 

they have no budget, and that’s fine for us.  So long as the project’s 
compelling and we can figure out how to work together, we’re 
happy to do so and happy to spend the time to talk. 

 
Buckley Barlow: That’s cool.  Now, let’s say I come into you, and I say Tom listen.  

I want to implement a mobile strategy.  I’m doing seven figures, low 
seven figures, and I don’t want to do an entire site redesign.  Walk 
me through the process of what you would do or how you would 
evaluate whether a company needs to do an entire site redesign in 
order to optimize for mobile. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Sure absolutely.  So let’s say you’re a small business.  It doesn’t 

have to be seven figures.  It could be less than that obviously.  What 
we would do is we would understand what the value proposition is 
of your business.  So let’s just say for whatever reason you’re a law 
firm, right?  And what are people going to your law firm for? 

 
 Let’s say it’s something like trust and estates or it’s some sort of 

legal forms that they want.  What we would say is that’s the value 
offer.  Basically what they want is your services to help them write 
a simple will or help them write a simple whatever that may be.  So 
what we would say is we would try to identify whatever the value 
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proposition.  In this case, it would be some documents and a couple 
services that are tied to those documents. 

 
 And then what we create is a mobile strategy that would optimize 

people’s access to the value items and then coupling the services 
with them and really pair that together into a good package.  But 
what we would do is we’d think it through.  We’d understand the 
business first.  We’d talk you through the business, and then what 
we’d do is try and understand the value proposition to that business.  
And then from there implement a strategy that operates in that 
capacity. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Well, yeah, I think a lot of businesses out there get scared to hear 

mobile optimization because they’re thinking oh, I need to spend 
another 20, 30, 40,000 on site redesign.  But it sounds to me like 
you’ve got the tools out there and the strategies out there where you 
don’t have to necessarily do an entire site redesign.  You can literally 
start building bullet by bullet on landing pages.  And you can 
optimize those pages with mobile; is that what you’re saying? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Oh absolutely.  I mean, I’ve seen people do it for a couple hundred 

bucks a month, and that works.  And they hit their strategy well.  I’m 
not saying that it’s not worthwhile to invest the tens of thousands or 
the hundreds of thousands.  That’s fine.  You can get there.  But if 
you needed to implement a strategy today, you could do it for as 
much as utilities that you pay for on a monthly basis. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah, that’s great.  Well, Tom, tell me.  You see a lot of new 

companies coming to you with cool ideas or even existing 
companies that have fantastic ideas with mobile.  What are you 
seeing out there that’s hot? 

 
Tom Tancredi: You know what’s really hot right now?  On-demand services, geo-

located on-demand services, so that means people want to make the 
Uber of whatever that is.  So for example the Uber of haircare.  So 
that would be someone says hey, I want to get a haircut.  I’m at my 
office.  You could order someone to come to your office and give 
you a haircut, or a beverage delivery. 
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 Hey, I’m at the park.  I want someone to geolocate to where I am 
and then deliver me my beverages or food or anything like that.  We 
see on-demand services are really blowing up right now, and in 
almost every industry that demands services, it’s gonna 
revolutionize that. 

 
Buckley Barlow: That’s interesting.  So for example in my space, Tom, I’d love to get 

your advice on this.  How’s this going to work in the education and 
training sector?  I’d love to know what your thoughts are there. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Oh my God.  Ed technology is going bonkers right now.  So what 

we’re seeing right now is just a massive amount of data coming 
through where people are reading and learning through tutorials on 
every single topic that’s out there.  What’s interesting – and I’m a 
minority right now, but I really do believe there’s gonna be a seismic 
shift away from university learning and true life learning, on-going 
life learning as we go forward. 

 
 And people are just downloading these great programs and 

everything that’s going on with it.  So I really believe that not only 
are we gonna do better through learning online and learning in a 
mobile friendly capacity.  We’re gonna rethink about how learning 
is done.  So what does that mean?  What it means is that you watch 
a video, and then the application opens. 

 
 And now you have to actually do something on that application.  

Let’s say you want to learn how to compose music.  You watch a 
video on how to compose, and then the app opens and you have to 
mirror the lesson you just learned – 

 
Buckley Barlow: Yeah. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – that kind of thing.  So there’s gonna be a massive amount of 

education that goes on that’s gonna be on-the-spot tutorials, on-the-
spot education and then repetition and then optimization as you go 
along. 

 
Buckley Barlow: To me that’s just thrilling, exciting.  I love it.  That’s the space that 

I want to be in where I’m heading with IN THE KNOW.  I’m gonna 
call you up after this, and we’re gonna have a nice little chat.  So – 
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Tom Tancredi: Sure. 
 
Buckley Barlow: – hey, I’d love to know if you were to hire one person today in your 

growth or marketing department, what kind of person would you 
hire today, and what would you be looking for?  What are the 
skillsets that absolutely are critical? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Oh my goodness that is such a great question.  I can think about 

three different people I would want to hire immediately.  Honestly, 
I want an entrepreneur.  I want someone who wants to someday run 
their own business because those people are constantly learning, and 
they’re constantly growing.  And I’ve found entrepreneurs that I’ve 
hired, and I’ve had about three of them in my company. 

 
 They’ve all stayed for about two years, and then they’ve left to start 

their own company.  But while they were in my company, they 
transformed whatever they were in.  It doesn’t matter if they were in 
sales or if they were doing mobile development or they were doing 
user experience and design. 

 
 I’ve had three of them already, and they do just amazing work 

because they want to know everything.  So they learn everything, 
and then they get great at everything.  And then they go off, and they 
unfortunately go off and build up their own business.  But that’s 
okay.  That’s the byproduct.  You never – 

 
Buckley Barlow: Oh yeah. 
 
Tom Tancredi: – buy talent.  You only rent it. 
 
Buckley Barlow: Wow, that’s great.  Now, last question Tom.  And by the way, that’s 

a fantastic answer.  I couldn’t agree more.  But would you mind 
leaving us with our personal best growth or marketing tip that 
you’ve learned along your journey? 

 
Tom Tancredi: Oh man.  Yeah, absolutely.  My best tip is know what your 

principles are, and never compromise on your principles.  Our motto 
is do good be good.  We really wanted to build a company that we 
wanted people to respect and like.  We think our clients respect us.  
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Our clients like us.  They want us to win.  Our people who are part 
of the culture are part of that, and once you understand that your 
principles are your rock, you will never stray from any kind of 
adversity.  So there will always be times in which you will be 
challenged.  But my encouragement is when you are looking to 
grow, if you don’t have that rock, you will always tip over to any 
kind of adversity.  So you need to have a rock solid foundation.  And 
that’s gotta be your core principles. 

 
Buckley Barlow: Ah, that’s beautiful.  Now, listen Insiders.  If you want to know more 

about Tom and his company, especially having listened to this 
episode and learned how he powered through the recession, you 
gotta head on over to domandtom.com.  Remember D comes before 
T.  You get it.  Donandtom.com.  You can’t mix that up.  Tom, 
fantastic talking with you today.  I’ve learned a lot.  Thank you sir 
for coming on and sharing. 

 
Tom Tancredi: Oh, my pleasure.  Thank you. 
 
Buckley Barlow: All right Insiders.  That is a wrap.  Thank you so much for joining 

us on Marketing IN THE KNOW today.  Now, head on over to 
beintheknow.co for the links and the show notes to this podcast.  
And while you’re over there, grab the free version of my guide, 
Ready, Set, Grow. 

 
 It took me a long time to pull together all this information, and I 

spent a pretty penny getting the look and feel just right.  But feel free 
to grab your free copy.  There’s also an upgraded copy where it’s 
the full version.  I’d be happy if you downloaded that as well.  
Thanks again Insiders, and I’ll see you next Tuesday. 

 
Male Speaker: We appreciate you joining us for this episode of Marketing IN THE 

KNOW. For show notes and a free version of Ready, Set, Grow, visit 
beintheknow.co.  Thanks again, and we’ll see you next Tuesday here 
on Marketing IN THE KNOW. 

 
[End of Audio] 
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